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The Crossover
Erin Hamilton follows Dante Gabriel back into hell-- the underground compound where he was
held for a decade-- to confront the woman who held him captive. Finally unmasked, she seems
to hold Dante under her influence. Erin has faith in Dante;s strength and determination, though,
especially when the mysterious Vampyre Texts reveal their first secret. Dante will let his captor
think she commands him as long as it serves his purpose, but if Erin or anyone else is
threatened, all bets are off. He must act quickly to free those imprisoned, especially when he
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learns what his captor has in mind. -- adapted from back cover.

Unchained
A key member of the Order -- an elite group of warriors charged with protecting both mortals
and vampires -- Nathan executes each mission with flawless precision and a total lack of
mercy. Now he must pursue a powerful, hidden enemy. But Nathan's hard discipline and
training are no match for the fierce pull he feels toward a young woman he has no right to
desire -- a woman of wealth and high social standing who has long been promised to another
Breed male, and who may also prove to be the key to rooting out Nathan's elusive quarry.

Blood Bond: 13
His voice enthralls her. Her vibrancy awakens him. Ashley White can’t wait to begin her
internship at Steel Vineyards. As an oenology doctoral candidate, she knows all the theory but
lacks practice. Working under renowned winemaker Ryan Steel—and his equally talented
nephew, Dale—is an opportunity she can’t refuse. Dale Steel is a loner. Despite his huge family
full of uncles, aunts, and cousins, he’s more at home in his vineyards, where he finds
something that comes close to the tranquility he craves. He’ll never find true peace, and he’s
accepted his fate…until his new intern shows up and turns the only world he knows upside
down. Ashley awakens emotions in Dale that he never dreamed possible, and though he
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resents her intrusion into his life, he can’t deny the sparks that blaze between them. Still, he
must remain distant. To succumb to his growing feelings would provoke something else
entirely—the darkness he keeps hidden even from himself.

Undefeated
Editorial Reviews "The third book in Wild’s Bridge series is a fantastic read, certain to woo
new readers and satiate her returning fans. Over the Edge checks off all the boxes: it’s
emotional, intense and extremely sexy. Wild taps into an often thought of as taboo fantasy —
one woman sharing two men — and makes it a possibility, allowing the reader to live vicariously
through the main character. While this is part of the Bridge series, it’s also effective as a
standalone novel." -RT Book Reviews "Sinful, emotional, explosive, profoundthis is all the best
we know and love from Meredith Wild, cranked to an epic Level 11. You will not be able to put
it down." -USA Today Bestselling Author Angel Payne "Scorching hot ménage? Check. A
romance that will pull at your heartstrings? Check. A story that will stay with you long after
you’ve finished it? Check. What more can I say? I simply loved it." -NYT Bestselling Author
Sawyer Bennett "Just when you thought Meredith Wild had delivered the hottest, steamiest
scenes in the romance world, she turns it up. Over the Edge will leave you wondering how you
ever lived without men like Ian and Will in your bed. At the same time. Man. I wished I was
Olivia." -USA Today Bestselling Author CD Reiss "An intriguing, sexy story about unexpected
love and balancing others' expectations against your heart" -NYT Bestselling Author Shayla
Black "Emotionally charged. Sexy. Forbidden. You won’t be able to put Over the Edge down."
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-Heidi McLaughlin, NYT Bestselling Author "Intensely sexy and deeply romantic, Over The
Edge is more than just a scorching hot menage story -- it's about a captivating love that you
can't help but root for." -Lauren Blakely, NYT Bestselling Author "Meredith Wild delivers yet
again with another sizzling romance where sharing takes on a whole new meaning " -Sarah
Robinson, bestselling author of the Kavanagh Legends series "Meredith Wild creates the
perfect ménage for her fans: scorching sex, unexpected love, and a happily ever after sure to
please romance fans long after they've closed the cover on Ian, Olivia, and Will." -Madhuri
Pavamani "Meredith Wild has totally turned up the heat An all out 5-star read full of hotness,
sex appeal, emotional gut-wrenching feels, and moral dilemmas throughout!" -Two Girls Who
Love Books "#1 New York Times bestselling author Meredith Wild, turns up the heat to
scorching with the third book in the Bridge series. Sinfully sexy with a ménage romance,
everyone will love Liv, Will and Ian’s story." -Vilma's Book Blog "The heat is on! Meredith Wild
really turns it up with this sizzling, beautifully written menage story. Two sexy, captivating men
and one strong, determined heroine. I loved Meredith's Hacker Series and this is just as good
and at times even hotter. All I can say is WOW!" -Nelle L'Amour, NYT Bestselling Author of the
THAT MAN TRILOGY. "Meredith Wild ends the series with such a gem." -Heroes &
Heartbreakers "One of the hottest books I've ever read." -Book Boyfriend Addict "Erotic and
unexpectedly tender" -Kirkus Reviews "I was hooked from the start! Over The Edge was sexy
as hell with a love story I never saw coming." -Nina Levine, USA Today Bestselling Author "My
fingers are still virtually scorched from scrolling the pages of this smoking hot book." -Smut
Book Junkie Book Reviews Synopsis Olivia Bridge has always been a good girl—good grades,
good friends, and a good job that her wealthy parents handed her. Desperate to carve out a life
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that is truly hers, Liv walks away from it all and takes on the challenge of helping her brothers
open a chain of fitness centers in New York City. Just as she’s beginning to find her footing in
a new place, she’s caught between two men who couldn’t be more determined to turn all her
goodness inside out. Will Donovan has the capital to make the Bridge brothers’
entrepreneurial dreams a reality. Taking their uptight sister to bed seems a reasonable perk for
the risk. Liv is the smartest, sexiest prude Will’s ever met, and he can’t wait to break her
down. Life is too short for Ian Savo to play by anyone’s rules. Sharing women with his friend
isn’t anything new, so when Will introduces him to Liv, he can’t wait to get a taste. But falling
for the same girl, or falling at all, was never in the plans

Blood Bond: 15
Once bonded, never broken. The words give Dante Gabriel hope…until he remembers where
he first heard them. The information he needs is hidden in the ancient Vampyre Texts, but he
encounters obstacle after obstacle while trying to decipher them, even when someone from his
past returns to help. Though she tries, Erin Hamilton can’t resist Dante. When he comes for
her, she always submits willingly, despite her best intentions. She loves him but still can’t bring
herself to accept him as vampire…even as other vampires, lured by her arousing scent, begin to
close in on her.

Kinslayer: The Lotus Wars 2
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The legendary Spartacus is recast as a fierce female warrior in this action-packed tale of a
17-year-old princess and a handsome gladiator who dared take on the Roman Republic.

Melt
"Thrilling, suspenseful and heart-stopping!" ~NYT Bestseller Alessandra Torre He’s death for
hire… Some people measure life in hours. Days. Weeks. I measure mine in kills. A covert
military mission gone wrong robbed me of my memory and any link to my past. This is my
existence now. I execute and survive. Nothing more, nothing less. I was ready to write Isabel
Foster’s name in my ledger of unfortunate souls until she uttered the one word that could stop
the bullet meant for her. My name. She knows my face. She knows me. She’s the key to the
memories I’m not sure I want back. Now nothing is simple. I still have a job to do, and my soul
isn’t worth saving. I’m not the man she thinks I am. I can’t love her. And sparing her life puts
us both in the crosshairs.

Blood Bond: 8
Vampires are real. That fact has Erin Hamilton thinking she’s headed for crazy town. Still, she
can’t deny the intense emotion she experiences when Dante Gabriel sinks his teeth into her
neck to take her blood. She’s in love, and her body responds to his bite in a way she never
could have imagined. Once Dante tastes Erin’s blood, he’s addicted forever and cannot live
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without it. He’s heartbroken when she demands that he leave and never return. But neither
can live without the other now, which puts them both at risk.

Blood Bond: 2
As the enemy’s true plans are revealed, Dante Gabriel finally finds his missing uncle under the
most unexpected circumstances. Time is running out, however, and Dante must act quickly to
free those imprisoned, especially when he learns what his captor has in mind for all of them.
He and Erin Hamilton continue to find new secrets hiding in the Vampyre Texts, and with the
help of an unlikely ally, they discover the devastation their sinister opponent has planned.
Dante’s new abilities keep those around him protected and the narcissistic so-called queen at
bay until his nemesis plays her final card. Dante must face one last foe…and only one can
emerge undefeated.

Untamed
America's largest cities are in flames. Its majestic landmarks are in ruins. Oceans and
boundaries offer no protection. It is the first sophisticated, intelligently planned, and utterly
ruthless terrorist campaign waged on U.S. soil. As national leaders, armies, and artificial
intelligence strive to win the unconventional war, two men--once friends, now adversaries to
the death--race to a decisive confrontation.
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Seduced by the Highlander
This is Book 2 in the Transformed series Deception was only the beginning Now she faces
Betrayal. Alexis Ferguson wants what anyone wants: to be in control of her life. That’s difficult
because a series of ancient, unbreakable prophecies now dictate much of her life. As she
learns to accept her roles, she discovers that she likes her new powers - so much that it goes
to her head at times, even pushing away those she cares about most. Eager to find a way
around the prophecies, she digs deeper. Alexis finds more secrets, including one involving her
and a deadly curse. The curse puts her relationship with her boyfriend on the line…and she
can’t even tell him about it. By trying to protect him, she runs the risk of losing him forever. "If
you love the genre of supernatural thriller--like I do--then Betrayal is a must read!" -Steven Rice
"I'm waiting with baited breath for the third installment." -Laura Dennis "Once again Stacy
Claflin has engrossed me in her world and kept me transfixed for hours as I couldn't put the
book down" -Sienna from Lost to Books

Beast
Editorial Reviews "A first-rate outing in a consistently enthralling series." ~Kirkus Reviews
“This series continues to blow my mind.” ~Sassy Little Book Nerd “The writing was just as
phenomenal, the characters were just as vivid, and the plot continued to have me going around
in circles, trying to guess what would happen next.” ~Natalie the Biblioholic “A page turner of a
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series!” ~Sissy’s Romance Book Review Synopsis Vampires can’t levitate. At least that’s
what Dante Gabriel always thought, until he finds himself floating above his bed along with his
lover, Erin Hamilton. As he continues to exhibit unusual powers, more memories from his time
in captivity surface, leaving him fearing what he might have done while imprisoned. When a
new and unexpected temptation arises, he finds himself unable to resist. Erin aches for Dante
and wants more than anything for him to find peace. As they uncover clue after clue in their
attempt to find the missing women and solve the puzzle of Dante’s past, she is more
determined than ever to put an end to their struggle, even if it means putting herself in harm’s
way. After an ominous visit with Bea, the voodoo priestess, Dante knows what he must do, and
he must do it alone. First, though, he will make Erin truly his and take the sustenance he needs
to get him through his next battle. But will his love for her be enough to save him when his
nemesis is finally unmasked?

Betrayal (The Transformed #2)
A SHATTERED EMPIRE Shogun Yoritomo has been assassinated by the Stormdancer
Yukiko, and the threat of civil war looms over the Shima Imperium. The Lotus Guild conspires
to renew the nation's broken dynasty and crush the growing rebellion by endorsing a new
Shogun who desires nothing more than to see Yukiko dead. A DARK LEGACY Yukiko and the
mighty thunder tiger Buruu have been cast in the role of heroes by the Kagé rebellion. But
Yukiko herself is blinded by rage over her father's death, and her ability to hear the thoughts of
beasts. Along with Buruu, Yukiko's anchor is Kin, the rebel Guildsman who helped her escape
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from Yoritomo's clutches. A GATHERING STORM Kagé assassins lurk within the Shogun's
palace, plotting to end the new dynasty before it begins. A new enemy gathers its strength,
readying to push the fracturing Shima imperium into a war it cannot hope to survive. And
across raging oceans, Yukiko and Buruu will face foes no katana or talon can defeat. The
ghosts of a blood-stained past.

Life
Winner of the Los Angeles Times Book Prize in History“Compelling.”—Renee Graham, Boston
Globe“Stunning.”—Rebecca Onion, Slate“Makes a vital contribution to our understanding of
our past and present.”—Parul Sehgal, New York Times Bridging women’s history, the history
of the South, and African American history, this book makes a bold argument about the role of
white women in American slavery. Historian Stephanie E. Jones-Rogers draws on a variety of
sources to show that slave?owning women were sophisticated economic actors who directly
engaged in and benefited from the South’s slave market. Because women typically inherited
more slaves than land, enslaved people were often their primary source of wealth. Not only did
white women often refuse to cede ownership of their slaves to their husbands, they employed
management techniques that were as effective and brutal as those used by slave?owning men.
White women actively participated in the slave market, profited from it, and used it for
economic and social empowerment. By examining the economically entangled lives of
enslaved people and slave?owning women, Jones-Rogers presents a narrative that forces us
to rethink the economics and social conventions of slaveholding America.
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They Were Her Property
Place of publication from publisher's website.

Song of Blood & Stone
A free ebook version of this title is available through Luminos, University of California Press’s
Open Access publishing program. Visit www.luminosoa.org to learn more. The study of South
Asian music falls under the purview of ethnomusicology, whereas that of South Asian literature
falls under South Asian studies. As a consequence of this academic separation, scholars rarely
take notice of connections between South Asian song and poetry. Modernizing Composition
overcomes this disciplinary fragmentation by examining the history of Sinhala-language song
and poetry in twentieth-century Sri Lanka. Garrett Field describes how songwriters and poets
modernized song and poetry in response to colonial and postcolonial formations. The story of
this modernization is significant in that it shifts focus from India’s relationship to the West to
little-studied connections between Sri Lanka and North India.

Blood Bond: 1
"A vampire, his human lover, and their friends and families try to stop a powerful enemy’s
devilish scheme in this final installment of an erotic supernatural series." ~Kirkus Reviews Erin
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Hamilton follows Dante Gabriel back into hell—the underground compound where he was held
for a decade—to confront the woman who held him captive. Finally unmasked, she seems to
hold Dante under her influence. Erin has faith in Dante’s strength and determination, though,
especially when the mysterious Vampyre Texts reveal their first secret. Dante struggles to
regain his control, even as he grows stronger and the darkness rises within him. He’ll let his
captor think she commands him as long as it serves his purpose, but if Erin or anyone else is
threatened, all bets are off. He’ll use all his powers against her, whether or not he can master
them. Time is running out, however. Dante must act quickly to free those imprisoned,
especially when he learns what his captor has in mind. His new abilities keep those around him
protected until she who calls herself Queen plays her trump card. Dante must face one last
foe…and only one can emerge undefeated.

Undefeated
‘With a bolt of lightning on my kicks . . . The court is SIZZLING. My sweat is DRIZZLING. Stop
all that quivering. Cuz tonight I'm delivering’ 12-year-old Josh and his twin Jordan have
basketball in their blood. They’re kings of the court, star players for their school team. Their
father used to be a champion player and they each want nothing more than to follow in his
footsteps. Both on and off the court, there is conflict and hardship which will test Josh’s bond
with his brother. In this heartfelt novel in verse, the boys find that life doesn’t come with a playbook and it's not all about winning.
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No Longer Lost
I kill people for a living. If they're lucky, I only have to rough them up. It's rare they're lucky. I
know I work for a tyrant. Anyone who has the misfortune of getting on George Lynch's bad side
should know their days are numbered. I'm the gun in his holster, the one he draws to take care
of 'problems.' The one he uses so he doesn't have to get his hands dirty. George saved me
from a life of crime that would have landed me in jail. Now I commit even worse crimes that
would earn me the death penalty if I ever got caught. George has me under his thumb. I guess
we're both lucky that I never get tired of killing. That's why I don't understand why he assigned
me this little project. Kidnap a girl and keep her locked away in one of his houses with all the
creature comforts like some pampered pet. The job was supposed to be easy. Kendall was
supposed to be a submissive little mouse. I thought she would obey my every command. I was
wrong. Now I'm caught up in something that could cost me everything. Having to choose
between love and my very life. Is it even worth it? Because who could ever love a beast? This
is a stand alone story with no cheating and a happily ever after ending.

Blood Bond: 5
Editorial Reviews "Hot as hell, fireworks, all consuming, passionate, and in some scenes,
damn right dirty!" -Sassy Little Book Nerd "An enjoyable, laudable addition to an increasingly
complicated vampire saga with no end in sight." -Kirkus Reviews Synopsis Breaking into a
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cemetery isn’t anything Dante Gabriel ever thought he’d do, but he has no choice. He must
recover his father’s body so he can claim his estate. Help arrives from two unexpected
sources, but their plan is interrupted. Erin Hamilton’s best friend is a wolf shifter. The man she
loves is a vampire. His father is a ghost. She can deal with all of that, but new worries have
surfaced. The missing doctor has returned to the hospital, and his strange actions are
disturbing…but not as disturbing as the odd dreams that begin to plague her. She finds comfort
and love in Dante’s arms, even as he slowly begins to change. More secrets are revealed, and
Dante and Erin recruit his cousin and her brother to help them find the missing women and
discover the secrets of the Vampyre Texts, even as external forces work against them. But as
Dante develops some unusual abilities and the darkness targeting him becomes more
menacing, he must proceed, undaunted.

Blood and Sand
When your world crashes down When they all say you're out When your body is broken I will
rise. I will return. And I will be undefeated. Nick Renshaw is the golden boy of British rugby.
When a serious injury threatens his career, he starts to spiral downwards, a broken man.
Feeling abandoned and betrayed by those closest to him, he fights to restart his life. Maybe
there's someone out there who can help him. Maybe he can find his way back toward the light.
Maybe not. Dr. Anna Scott might be the one person who can help Nick, but she has her own
secrets. And when Nick's past comes back to haunt them both, the enigmatic doctor is more
vulnerable than she seems. Broken and betrayed, the struggle to survive seems intolerable.
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Who will give in, and who will rise, undefeated?

Undefeated
Your Escape Into A World of Dark Mysteries & Spicy Romance. After being left at the altar,
Jade Roberts seeks solace at her best friend's ranch on the Colorado western slope. Her
humiliation still ripe, she doesn't expect to be attracted to her friend's reticent brother, but when
the gorgeous cowboy kisses her, all bets are off. Talon Steel is broken. Having never fully
healed from a horrific childhood trauma, he simply exists, taking from women what is offered
and giving nothing in returnuntil Jade Roberts catapults into his life. She is beautiful, sweet,
and giving, and his desire for her becomes a craving he fears he'll never be able to satisfy.
Passion sizzles between the two loversbut long-buried secrets haunt them both and may
eventually tear them apart.

Unmasked
"A strong installment to a delightfully steamy series." ~Library Journal Lost… Lovesick has
never been in my vocabulary, but now that Maclain Stone has entered my world, I’m
practically dying of heartache. And there’s nobody to blame but myself. But his brushoff has
made me never want to see his sexy, smug face again. When a stalker forces me from my
home and lands me on Mac’s front door—and into the warmth of his bed—I can’t avoid the truth
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any longer. I’m in love with him. I need him. I’m lost without him… Found… What the hell was I
thinking, falling in love with a stubborn spitfire like Taylor Mathews? For the first time in my life,
a woman is driving me insane with need. If I can win her back, I vow to never let her out of my
sight again. Though it takes the threat of a maniac to drive her into my arms, I’m not letting
opportunity pass me by, and everyone needs to learn this woman is mine—especially the
woman herself. Without each other, we’re nothing. But together… We’re no longer lost.

Intellectual Impostures
A Time Magazine Best Fantasy Book of 2018 L. Penelope's Song of Blood & Stone is a
treacherous, thrilling, epic fantasy about an outcast drawn into a war between two powerful
rulers. The kingdoms of Elsira and Lagrimar have been separated for centuries by the Mantle,
a magical veil that has enforced a tremulous peace between the two lands. But now, the
Mantle is cracking and the True Father, ruler of Lagrimar and the most powerful Earthsinger in
the world, finally sees a way into Elsira to seize power. All Jasminda ever wanted was to live
quietly on her farm, away from the prying eyes of those in the nearby town. Branded an outcast
by the color of her skin and her gift of Earthsong, she’s been shunned all her life and has
learned to steer clear from the townsfolkuntil a group of Lagrimari soldiers wander into her
valley with an Elsiran spy, believing they are still in Lagrimar. Through Jack, the spy, Jasminda
learns that the Mantle is weakening, allowing people to slip through without notice. And even
more troubling: Lagrimar is mobilizing, and if no one finds a way to restore the Mantle, it might
be too late for Elsira. Their only hope lies in uncovering the secrets of the Queen Who Sleeps
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and Jasminda’s Earthsong is the key to unravel them. Thrust into a hostile society and a world
she doesn’t know, Jasminda and Jack race to unveil an ancient mystery that might offer
salvation.

Over the Edge
Mave knows where she stands in life. She's an Andinna. A member of the winged, horned, and
tailed warrior race that the Elvasi Empire defeated in the Hundred Year War and then
enslaved. She's a slave, and has been one for a thousand years, the personal property of the
Empress of the Elvasi Empire, since the end of the War. She's a gladiator, thrown onto the
sands of the Colosseum to die, though it backfired on those who wanted her dead. She's the
Champion of the Colosseum, and has been for roughly nine hundred years. All of these things
have marked her as an outcast among her own people. Hated, distrusted, and despised, she
knows the name of her people, but not much else. But she knows where she stands. Keeping
her head down and her blades sharp has carried her this far, and she refuses to acknowledge
the deepest wishes she holds in her heart. Those will only get her killed.Alone, she's stood
against everything they have ever thrown at her, refusing to give them what they want.What
Mave doesn't know is that it's all about to change. The Gladiator's Downfall is a 129,000+, fulllength novel. Age of the Andinna is a reverse harem epic fantasy series. The female lead will
collect her lovers as the series progresses.There is triggering content in this series including
but not limited to: abuse, violence, mature language, and sexual content. It's recommended for
mature audiences.
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Crave the Night
Dante Gabriel craves human blood. He vandalizes a hospital blood bank and runs into ER
nurse Erin Hamilton, with whom he feels a strong connection.

Blood Bond: 4
Dante Gabriel is starving. What he craves is red gold—human blood. After being held captive as
a blood slave to a female vampire for years, he has finally escaped. Unchained at last, he
follows his nose to the nearest blood bank to sate his hunger. ER nurse Erin Hamilton expects
just another busy night shift…until she finds a gorgeous stranger vandalizing the hospital blood
bank. Though her logic tells her to turn him in, she’s pulled by stronger and unfamiliar
emotions to protect the man who seems oddly infatuated with her scent. Chemistry sizzles
between them, but Dante, plagued by nightmares of his time in captivity, fears he won’t be
able to control himself…especially when he discovers a secret she doesn’t even know she’s
hiding.

Unhinged
When Intellectual Impostures was published in France, it sent shock waves through the Left
Bank establishment. When it was published in Britain, it provoked impassioned debate. Sokal
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and Bricmont examine the canon of French postmodernists - Lacan, Kristeva, Baudrillard,
Irigaray, Latour, Virilio, Deleuze and Guattari - and systematically expose their abuse of
science. This edition contains a new preface analysing the reactions to the book and
answering some of the attacks.

Craving
Includes an excerpt from Misadventures with a rock star.

Unmasked
Editorial Reviews "Life is LIFE. The feels, the ups and downs, the tears, the laughs and oh the
feelings that this story evoked in me!!" –White Hot Reads "There was no other rating I could
give this one but 5 stars. It was everything I hoped it would be and so much more." –My Time
Out Book Blog "It was intense, scary, breathtaking, suspenseful the whole package."
–Bookworm's Book Blog "There was no other rating I could give this one but 5 stars. It was
everything I hoped it would be and so much more. I am now waiting impatiently for the next
instalment!!!" –My Time Out Book Blog Synopsis Maria De La Torre is a survivor. Her life has
not been paved with streets of gold…but with blood and sacrifice. She may have been there for
her soul sister in the Trinity Trilogy but this story is about her life. The life she chooses. The
same life someone from her past is trying to take away. Elijah is the last man in the entire
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world Maria should be with. He’s a dark, gritty, lawless bounty hunter—the exact opposite of
the man she loved and lost, the man who gave up everything for her. Only Elijah is not the type
of guy to back down. He’s used to getting what he wants and he’s set his sights on the ravenhaired seductress. Time is not on Maria and Elijah’s side. There’s a new threat to the soul
sister, one Maria never thought she’d have to face again. And this time, the stakes are life and
death. Maria quickly learns that the things she wants most in this lifetime may just be the things
that have the power to destroy her.

Blood Traitor
Dante Gabriel has developed some abilities never before seen in a vampire his age. Without
Erin Hamilton, he’d be on the brink of insanity, but she’s always there, always willing to give
him what he needs, and he’s determined to keep her safe from the vampire thugs who want
her. His questions are still unanswered, and he considers turning to an evil source for results.
Erin trusts Dante completely but still seeks outside help to keep the rogue vampires away.
Another dream leaves her more frantic to solve the mystery of the disappearing women and
help Dante find what he’s looking for. Though her love for him doesn’t waver, she finds the
subtle changes in him unsettling.

The Psychosocial Implications of Disney Movies
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The so-called vampire queen is now ashes in the ground. But the elusive Council, composed
of the vampire elders, remains, harboring secrets of its own—secrets that may be even more
dangerous than the queen’s. River Gabriel, along with his cousin Dante, is determined to root
out the mystery and bring down the council for good. The only thing in his way? Lucy Cyrus, a
feisty wolf shifter he’s fallen hard for. Lucy is happy to help River with his plans, but their feral
libidos tend to get in the way much of the time, leading to an untamed passion that puts both
their lives at risk.

Modernizing Composition
In this volume of 15 articles, contributors from a wide range of disciplines present their
analyses of Disney movies and Disney music, which are mainstays of popular culture. The
power of the Disney brand has heightened the need for academics to question whether
Disney’s films and music function as a tool of the Western elite that shapes the views of those
less empowered. Given its global reach, how the Walt Disney Company handles the role of
race, gender, and sexuality in social structural inequality merits serious reflection according to
a number of the articles in the volume. On the other hand, other authors argue that Disney
productions can help individuals cope with difficult situations or embrace progressive thinking.
The different approaches to the assessment of Disney films as cultural artifacts also vary
according to the theoretical perspectives guiding the interpretation of both overt and latent
symbolic meaning in the movies. The authors of the 15 articles encourage readers to engage
with the material, showcasing a variety of views about the good, the bad, and the best way
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forward.

Undaunted
The classic holiday special comes to life as a delightful pop-up for the whole family! Start a
new holiday family reading tradition with a delightful pop-up retelling of the beloved Christmas
special. Just in time for its 50th anniversary, Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer is now a
stunning pop-up book that will be treasured for generations to come. All of the classic
characters join Rudolph for his North Pole adventure: Hermey the elf/aspiring dentist, Yukon
Cornelius, and the doe-eyed Clarice. The impressive large-scale pop-ups re-create classic
scenes using actual movie stills. Fly along with Rudolph, join in the reindeer games, flee from
the Abominable Snow Monster, visit the Island of Misfit Toys, and save Christmas one foggy
night. Most importantly, be touched by the timeless story of acceptance and the true meaning
of the holiday spirit.

Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer Pop-Up Book
Editorial Reviews "An electric, often tantalizing installment enhances this vampire series."
-Kirkus Reviews "An intense and sexy series." -Two Darlin' Dolls and a Book Review "This
installment was packed full of everything mystery, twists, turns, passion and more questions
that I need answering." -Reading is our Satisfaction Synopsis Vampires are real. That fact has
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Erin Hamilton thinking she’s headed for crazy town. Still, she can’t deny the intense emotion
she experiences when Dante Gabriel sinks his teeth into her neck to take her blood. She’s in
love, and her body responds to his bite in a way she never could have imagined. Once Dante
tastes Erin’s blood, he’s addicted forever and cannot live without it. He’s heartbroken when
she demands that he leave and never return. But neither can live without the other now, which
puts them both at risk. As they struggle to understand the mysterious bond between them and
decipher the secrets of the ancient Vampyre Texts, more patients disappear from the hospital.
To complicate matters, a gang of vampire thugs chasing Erin, flashbacks increasing in number
and clarity, and an ominous dark energy leave Dante on the brink of becoming unhinged.

Reborn
War, Lachlan MacDonald has conquered so many men on the battlefield—and so many women
in the bedroom—that he is virtually undefeated. But one unlucky tryst with a seductive witch has
cursed him forever. Now, any women he makes love to will be doomed for eternity… Lady
Catherine is a beautiful lass of elite origin—or so she is told. Suffering from amnesia, she is
desperate to find the truth about who she really is…or, at the very least, meet someone who
inspires an intense memory or emotion. When she first lays eyes on Lachlan MacDonald,
Catherine has a sixth sense that he holds the key that will unlock her past—and maybe even
her heart. But how could she know that the passion she ignites in this lusty warrior’s heart
could consume—and destroy—them both?
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The Gladiator's Downfall
Dante Gabriel is angry. Someone has violated Erin Hamilton, the woman whose scent has left
him emotionally paralyzed. He vows to protect her…most of all from himself. Erin has other
ideas. She’s determined to figure out the strange man who keeps leaving her aroused and
unsatisfied. When she pushes Dante for answers, he goes looking for them himself. What he
uncovers could put Erin in mortal danger, with him as her only salvation.

The Enemy Within
Erin Hamilton follows Dante Gabriel back into hell—the underground compound where he was
held for a decade—to confront the woman who held him captive. Finally unmasked, she seems
to hold Dante under her influence. Erin has faith in Dante’s strength and determination,
though, especially when the mysterious Vampyre Texts reveal their first secret. Dante
struggles to regain his control, even as he grows stronger and the darkness rises within him.
He’ll let his captor think she commands him as long as it serves his purpose, but if Erin or
anyone else is threatened, all bets are off. He’ll use all his powers against her, whether or not
he can master them.

Awakened
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Cashel Blackthorne took me captive. I hated him. I wanted him. I fell for him. Then everything I
knew changed. I got away from the Blackthorne vampires, but they still want my blood. Living a
nomadic life with a band of hunters, I learned how to fight and how to defend myself. Now I'm
torn between the deep feelings I've developed for my captor and the new attraction I have for
Logan, the rugged hunter who came for me. Cashel Blackthorne may have taken my heart, but
he also taught me a lesson Never trust a vampire.

Unhinged
Your Escape Into A World of Dark Mysteries & Spicy Romance. Jonah Steel is intelligent, rich,
and hard-working. As the oldest of his siblings, he was charged by his father to protect them.
He failed in the worst way. Dr. Melanie Carmichael has her own baggage. Although the
renowned therapist was able to help Jonah’s brother, she is struggling with feelings of
inadequacy. When the oldest Steel walks into her office seeking solace, she can’t turn her
back. As Melanie and Jonah attempt to work through their issues together, desperately trying
to ignore the desire brewing between them, ghosts from both their pasts surface…and danger
draws near.
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